
 

Michael Jackson's work is often highlighted for his incredible talent and charm, but what many people don't know is that the
King of Pop was a genius in the studio. His creativity in music engineering was unmatched, and he worked with some of the
most talented engineers in history to produce hit after hit - in fact, he kept a diary during this time period detailing his creative
process. In this blog post you can listen to a recording of him working on his 90s smash "Beat It" - it’s an album track so it’s not
too difficult to get your head around, but what I find fascinating is how meticulously Michael worked on every aspect of
production. This song has often been called his greatest moment in the studio, and listening to this multitrack you can
understand why. The production of this album track is outstanding, and although Michael worked with some of the world's best
producers and engineers on his records, the man himself was the most meticulous of them all - he simply wasn't satisfied unless
everything was perfect. The 1991 single “Black or White” took out 3 MTV VMAs for Best Male Video, Best Dance Video and
for Best Editing between 1992-1994. It also won 2 Grammys in 1992 for Best R&B Song and Best R&B Male Vocal
Performance. Who will be the next record to beat these records? Michael Jackson - Beat It (Multitrack)

  "This post is mainly for people who are interested in listening to his multitracks. If you don't like it then that's fine, I don't want
you here, just scroll down a bit and listen to his other stuff." "I'm not going to talk about other Michael Jackson songs as I have
plenty of those on my other posts. If you're looking for other stuff by him then go look at them. I don't want to be a part of your
Michael Jackson obsession." "Start watching his documentary right away. If you haven't watched it then go watch it right now,
or at least listen to the soundtrack on Spotify."

 

The tracklisting for all of Jackson's albums are below: Best Tracks from 'Jackson 5' Albums|Black|White|Bad|Dangerous|Off the
Wall|Badder Than Bad|Thriller|Invincible|HIStory - A New Day... |1|2|3|4|5

There have been a number of Michael Jackson albums that have been released since the first one was made. They are listed
below: This is a list of some of the best songs from his albums, as well as some other songs that were either released as singles or
not released as an album. Michael Jackson was known for writing some of his own songs, and writing some with collaborators.
A fairly good deal of those songs were featured on his albums.
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